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Abstra t. The original vision of ubiquitous omputing [14℄ is about enabling people to more easily a omplish tasks through the seamless interworking of the physi al environment and a omputing infrastru ture.
A major hallenge to the pra ti al realization of this vision involves the
integration of ommer ial-o-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and software
omponents: onsider the awkwardness of su h a mundane task as exporting a textual memo written on a Palm Pilot to a Mi rosoft Word
do ument. It is not enough to over ome the proto ol and data format
mismat hes that urrently impede the interoperation of these entities: for
the user experien e to be truly seamless, we must provide a framework
for the dynami onne tion of su h endpoints on demand, to support the
ad-ho intera tions that are an integral part of ubiquitous omputing. To
this end, we oer a dynami mediation framework alled Paths. A Path
onsists of dynami ally instantiated, automati ally omposable operators that bridge datatype and proto ol mismat hes between omponents
wishing to ommuni ate. Be ause operator omposability is inferred from
the type system, adding support for a new type of endpoint requires only
in remental work; be ause the ontrol and data ow for Paths are largely
de oupled from the ommuni ating endpoints, it is easy to onne t COTS
or lega y omponents. We des ribe the Paths ar hite ture, our prototype
implementation, and our experien e and lessons based on several produ tion appli ations built with the framework, and outline some ontinuing
work on Paths in the ontext of the Stanford Intera tive Workspa es
proje t.
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1 Introdu tion
Ubiquitous

omputing is about enabling people to more easily a

omplish tasks

through the seamless interworking of the physi al environment and a

omputing

infrastru ture [14℄. This seamless interworking implies some level of
tion among the various devi es and software in the environment.
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oopera-

Today, however, most of these devi es and software

annot

ooperate with

ea h other, simply be ause they annot ommuni ate with ea h other. This stems
from a variety of te hni al auses, but the fundamental
and software simply were

ause is that these devi es

not designed to ommuni ate

with ea h other. The

devi es and software were built at dierent times, for dierent purposes, and have
dierent
integrate

apabilities. These problems are espe ially pronoun ed when trying to
ommer ial-o-the-shelf (COTS)

a ubiquitous

omponents and lega y systems into

omputing system.

We have two goals: rst, to provide a system for

onne ting heterogeneous,

COTS and lega y devi es and software, and se ond, to allow new devi es and
software to be integrated into the system easily. Our approa h is to step away
from the tightly- oupled model of dire t
loosely- oupled
points

ommuni ation and instead enable

ommuni ation through a third party. In this model, two end-

ommuni ate through a mediating infrastru ture rather than

automati ally

ating with ea h other dire tly. This infrastru ture

pla es relevant mediators between the two endpoints to
ni ation mismat hes. A loosely- oupled model of

ommuni-

dis overs and

ompensate for

ommu-

ommuni ation enables

om-

muni ation between devi es and software that were not originally designed to
ommuni ate with ea h other.

1.1 For Example ...
An

intera tive workspa e

is an emerging type of ubiquitous- omputing environ-

ment. Su h a spa e typi ally

ontains a number of highly heterogenous, multi-

modal I/O devi es: large s reen displays, smart whiteboards, proje tors, speakers, mi rophones, wireless pointing devi es, et . In addition, parti ipants in a
meeting or other

ollaborative a tivity in su h a spa e bring with them a variety

of personal devi es: PDA's, laptops,

ellphones, a tive badges, et .

Consider a meeting held in an intera tive workspa e. As the meeting begins,
the meeting organizer displays an agenda (stored on his own laptop) on one of
the large s reens. During this meeting, the attendees dis uss various important
points and make de isions, sharing information to

larify and elu idate their

respe tive points of view.
A few attendees have prepared notes and information to share. This information might be in the form of text, graphi s or visualizations, spreadsheet
data, et . They pass out ele troni

opies to the other attendees, who view the

information with whatever devi es and software they have at hand. Other attendees share unprepared, impromptu data. During dis ussions, they nd or are
reminded of relevant do uments or elu idating information. Some attendees

re-

ate do uments during the meeting itself. They author these do uments using
whatever devi e/software at hand is most appropriate; perhaps a smart whiteboard, perhaps a plain pie e of paper (using a s anner to import it into the
digital environment).
Looking at this s enario, we see it requires two properties of ubiquitous
puting environments:

om-



Support for Heterogeneous Entities: A ubiquitous

omputing environment

has to support a wide variety of devi es, from smart whiteboards to a tive
badges. The environment also has to support not just permanent devi es,
but PDAs and other personal equipment that people bring with them. Additionally, when these entities are lega y or COTS produ ts, or simply not
under the environment's administrative



ontrol, they

annot be adapted to

the environment. The environment must adapt itself to the entity.
Ad-Ho

Communi ation Between Entities: None of the devi es in this s e-

nario were useful individually. Their purpose was to
information. They had to

this s enario expli itly required

ommuni ation between the entities in the

system, the prin iple holds true in ubiquitous
No

reate and disseminate

ommuni ate with ea h other to be useful. Though
omputing systems in general:

omputer is an island [5℄.

The di ulty with supporting ad-ho , any-to-any ommuni ation in this environment is the

ommuni ation mismat hes between the heterogeneous entities. Any

two entities are likely to speak dierent

ommuni ation proto ols, understand

dierent data formats, and have dierent user intera tion models. Compensating
for all of these dieren es using existing te hniques is not feasible.

1.2 Existing Approa hes for Communi ation
O kerbloom has

ontributed a very useful analysis of the problem of

onverting

data among various formats [6℄. Some of the approa hes being used today to
mitigate this problem are:



Standards: one
is to

ommon approa h to solving the problem of in ompatibility

reate standard proto ols, data formats and behaviors for intera ting

entities. Though standards are useful, we argue that it is infeasible in ubiquitous
to



omputing, where potentially all devi es and software must be able

ooperate/interoperate. Additionally, standards alone

annot address the

problem of nonstandard lega y systems.
Content Negotiation: a more exible approa h is to add a ontent-negotiation
phase to the

ommuni ations proto ol. However,

ontent negotiation pre-

supposes widely-adopted standards for both data formats and negotiation
proto ols, and also pla es a burden on devi es to understand multiple sorts



of data (not always the

ase with small devi es).

Polyglot Entities: today, many entities are built understanding multiple
datatypes and proto ols. These entities

an

ommuni ate with a larger num-

ber of other devi es and software, but are still fundamentally limited in their



ability to

ommuni ate with unknown systems.

Least Common Denominator Data Formats: using a least- ommon-denominator
datatype and proto ol, su h as ASCII or HTML over HTTP, often
a loss of important information that

auses

an not be represented in this simple

form.
None of these existing solutions satisfa torily addresses the problem of lega y
devi es and software, or of in ompatible COTS produ ts. Nor do they allow

arbitrary ad-ho

ommuni ation between two devi es: both devi es must have

been built a priori speaking the same proto ols.

2 Paths: A Mediation Infrastru ture
To address these problems, we have designed and implemented a prototype mediation infrastru ture as a part of

Paths, a general framework for

omposing me-

diators distributed a ross a network of ma hines. Using this prototype, we have
implemented several appli ations to support improved integration of devi es and
software, in luding lega y and COTS entities, in a ubiquitous

omputing envi-

ronment.
The mediation infrastru ture

onsists of a set of mediators that transform

data, a set of representatives that speak the native proto ols of endpoints, and
a

oordinator that dis overs and initializes paths of mediators to

points. Mediators

onne t end-

an be added to the infrastru ture dynami ally, simply by

announ ing their existen e to the

oordinator. Representatives

an be added to

the infrastru ture in a similar fashion.

Mediation
Infrastructure
Coordinator

Mediators
A’s Rep

B’s Rep

A
Fig. 1.

B

The Mediation Infrastru ture

Communi ation through a mediating infrastru ture avoids the problems assoiated with existing approa hes detailed in Se t. 1.2. There are two prerequisites
for entities to



ommuni ate through this infrastru ture:

There must exist representatives in the infrastru ture

apable of

ommu-

ni ating dire tly with ea h of the endpoints. This representative speaks an
endpoint's native



ommuni ations proto ol, and forwards data between the

endpoint and any mediators.
There must exist some series of mediators in the infrastru ture, whi h together

an transform data from its sour e format to the format required by

the destination. These mediators bridge the data format mismat hes between
two entities.

Both of these prerequisites are requirements pla ed on the infrastru ture and
not on the

ommuni ation endpoints. This means that after adding the relevant

representatives and mediators to the infrastru ture, it is possible for existing
devi es and software to

ommuni ate with ea h other. This system requires no

modi ation of the endpoints, and enables a third party to wrap them into a
ubiquitous

omputing environment.

In addition, the mediation infrastru ture also makes it possible to integrate
new devi es into the environment with only in remental work. Instead of needing
a bridge between every existing devi e and the new devi e, we only need a bridge
between some data format already understood in the mediation infrastru ture
and the new devi e. On e we have done this, existing mediators will be able to
handle

onverting this data to formats understood by existing devi es.

2.1 Mediators
Mediators are infrastru ture servi es that transform data from one datatype to
another. They generally have a single input and a single output. Datatype des riptions are asso iated with both their input and output. The fundamental
semanti s of their fun tionality are

ompletely des ribed by the strongly-typed

interfa es of their inputs and outputs. These mediators may be full-edged autonomous servi es, or small pie es of mobile
We

an

ode instantiated on demand.

onne t two mediators together, running them in sequen e, if the

datatype of one mediator's output mat hes the datatype of the se ond mediator's
input. By
more

omposing mediators one after the other (into a path) we

omplex transformations. For example, we

an

an

reate

hain a mediator whi h

transforms text into a GIF le with a mediator whi h transforms a GIF le into
a JPEG le. These mediator

ompositions are responsible for bridging the data

format mismat hes between entities.

2.2 Representatives
Representatives are gateway servi es between the mediation infrastru ture and
endpoints. They speak an endpoint's native proto ol and data format, and forward that

ommuni ation into the mediation infrastru ture. There is a single

representative for ea h kind of endpoint. As a spe ial

ase, it is possible for

a devi e to be its own representative in the mediation infrastru ture. In our
ar hite ture, representatives are responsible for bridging proto ol mismat hes.
Representatives

an either initiate

ommuni ations with an endpoint, a

ommuni ation requests from endpoints, or both. When

ept

ommuni ating with its

representative, an endpoint does not need to have knowledge of the mediation
infrastru ture, or of the identity of the other end of the
example, a dumb devi e su h as a mi rophone

ommuni ation. For

an send an audio stream to

a text editor without knowing what happens to the stream after it leaves the
mi rophone. This is the property that enables us to fully integrate lega y devi es
and COTS produ ts into a ubiquitous

omputing environment.

2.3 Setting up Communi ation and Mediation
There are two phases to setting up a Path: determining whi h two endpoints
to

onne t and determining a sequen e of available mediators that bridges the

mismat hes between the endpoints.

Choosing the Endpoints
tous

One general issue of

ommuni ations in a ubiqui-

omputing environment is who talks to whom? That is, whi h endpoints

should be

onne ted together? Our mediating infrastru ture does not make this

de ision itself, nor does it di tate whi h entity makes this de ision. Therefore, we
have adopted a exible

ontrol model: a separate

endpoints in the environment should

the appropriate representatives and the
ation (as a spe ial

ase, the

ontroller entity de ides whi h

ommuni ate with ea h other, and noties
oordinator to establish the

ommuni-

ontroller may be the end-points or their represen-

tatives). This de ision is made in some out-of-band manner, su h as in response
to a request by a person, or some set of
example, the

onditions in the environment. For

ommuni ations between various appli ations and displays in an

intera tive workspa e

ould be

ontrolled using a separate user interfa e, rather

than through the appli ations or displays themselves.

Automati Composition of Mediators
the exa t transformation required to
must

Usually no single mediator provides

onne t two endpoints. In this situation, we

ompose multiple mediators in sequen e to provide the transformation. In

the general

ase, a human must de ide how to

ompose this mediation. However,

when the requirements the endpoints have on their inputs and outputs are
pletely des ribed in terms of their datatypes, we

an automate the

om-

omposition

pro ess. By simply nding a path of mediators that transform from data of the
type produ ed by the sour e to that required by the destination, we will have
bridged the datatype mismat h between the endpoints.
The pro ess of nding a path of mediators

an be

on eptualized as a graph

sear h. The verti es of the graph are the datatypes. Mediators are the edges
onne ting the datatypes they transform between. Automati

omposition of

mediators is thus redu ed to nding a least- ost path between two verti es in a

1

graph. .
The ee tiveness of automati

omposition depends in turn on how ee tive

the type system is at des ribing the assumptions endpoints make on the data
they re eive. We dis uss some of the work we have done to extend traditional
type systems to better support automati

omposition in Se t. 5.2.

3 Paths Prototype
We have implemented this mediation infrastru ture as part of Paths, a general
omposition framework for autonomous servi es in a network of ma hines.
A Path is a pipe/lter stream through a graph of operators and
Operators perform

1

onne tors.

omputations on data. Conne tors transport data between

Unfortunately, the implementation of automati omposition is more ompli ated,
due to the existen e of parametri types and polymorphi operators.

ma hines. Operators and

onne tors interfa e with one another via queues. Data

pa kets are pa kaged in the form of Appli ation Data Units (ADUs). An ADU
is the smallest unit of data independently pro essable by an operator [1℄.
Advantages of using stream-based

omputing, instead of an RPC interfa e,

in lude the ability to support unbounded data, su h as real-time audio and
video, and the potential to provide progressive and in remental

omputation on

large datasets [13℄. For example, lengthy spee h re ognition pro esses

an begin

exe uting before the audio stream has nished.
We use XML-based des ription languages to des ribe datatypes, operators,
onne tors, and paths. The Paths prototype is written in Java, but the entities
onne ted by Paths need not be in Javathe only requirement is that it must
be possible to write a Java-based representative that
entity. In Se t. 4 we des ribe several spe i

an

ommuni ate with the

representatives we have built to

onne t lega y appli ations to our intera tive workspa e.

3.1 Operators and Conne tors
An operator

onsists of a pie e of

ode that performs some transformation and

an XML des ription of its input and output types. An operator may have zero
or more inputs and outputs (for example, a data sour e has zero inputs but
one or more outputs). These inputs and outputs are strongly typed and govern
how the operator

an be

omposed with other operators. The operator's XML

des ription also in ludes information on where to get the

ode (e.g., a URL) and

how to run it.
Operators play a number of roles:



Mediators perform datatype transformations, su h as GIF to JPEG or XML
to HTML



onversions. These operators are the mediators in our mediation

infrastru ture.
Semanti

pro essors perform some operation on data that does not

the type of the data, e.g., mathemati al

The dividing line between mediators and semanti
the des riptiveness of the type system. Semanti



hange

omputation, sorting or ltering.
pro essors depends on

operators provide higher-

level fun tionality not represented within our mediation infrastru ture.
Aggregators and Disseminators perform fan-in and fan-out fun tions within
a path. Sin e our mediation infrastru ture

urrently supports only pairwise

ommuni ation, it does not use aggregators and disseminators. In the future,
they will be used to provide support for treating multiple endpoints as a single, virtual endpoint (e.g.,



ombining two displays to

reate a larger viewing

area).
Data sour es and data sinks are operators whi h have only a single output
or input. From the viewpoint of a path, these operators are generating and
onsuming data, respe tively. In the mediation infrastru ture, these data
sour es and data sinks are the representatives of the true endpoints of the
ommuni ation, the devi es and software.

Conne tors, unlike operators, are type-neutral pie es of
transport

hara teristi s. Some of the

ode des ribed by their

hara teristi s that might des ribe a

on-

ne tor in lude its reliability, laten y, in-order delivery, QoS, and se urity levels.
By default, we

urrently use a reliable ordered bytestream

mented using TCP. In the future, we plan to allow the
mediation infrastru ture to de ide what sorts of
the purpose of the

ommuni ations

onne tor, imple-

ontroller entity in our

onne tors to use based on

hannel; for example, a path manipulating

real-time streaming data might prefer an unreliable ordered
retransmissions that violate real-time

onne tor, to avoid

onstraints.

3.2 Path Creation
Path

reation is the pro ess of turning a logi al path des ription into an instan-

tiation of a path. The rst phase of path

reation handles assigning operators

onto physi al hosts and adding any ne essary
path

onne tors. The se ond phase of

reation dispat hes the path des ription to appropriate hosts. Finally, the

last phase of path

reation instantiates the operators and

the path is ready to a

onne tors. After this,

ept data.

The pro ess of reating a path is itself implemented as a path, with ea h of the
phases of path

reation being en apsulated within an operator. The advantage

of implementing the path

reation as a path is the exibility we have to add new

fun tionality to the path

reation pro ess.

Logical
Path

Physical
Path
Dispatcher
Path
Placer
Path
Instantiators

Fig. 2.

The Path Creation Path

The rst extension we have added to the path

reation pro ess is Automati

Path Creation (APC), by prepending an extra operator to the beginning of the
path

reation path. APC is a generi

term for taking a high-level query and

generating a path from it. The sort of APC that we have implemented is a
Partial-Path APC. A partial path is a path des ription

ontaining mismat hes

between adja ent operators. Partial-Path APC takes this des ription and generates a logi al path by mediating between the mismat hed operators. This logi al
path is then turned into an instantiation of a path via the original path

reation

pro ess.
Our automati
ial

mediation problem in the mediation infrastru ture is a spe-

ase of Partial-Path APC. The generation of the partial path query is the

rendezvous problem dis ussed in Se t. 2.3. On e we have determined whi h representatives to

onne t, we generate a partial path query

onsisting of two op-

erators

onne ted together. These operators model the sour e and destination

representatives, with the appropriate datatype spe i ations on their inputs and
outputs. Applying APC to this partial path query dis overs a mediation path
between the two representatives.

a)
TIFF

JPEG

Digital
Camera

Web
Browser

b)
TIFF

PNM

Digital
Camera

JPEG
Web
Browser

a) a partial-path query between a digital amera and a web browser; b) the
result of the query, a full path between the digital amera and a web browser.

Fig. 3.

4 Appli ations
We have developed a number of servi es using the Paths prototype and Automati

Mediation. Here, we present three appli ations with parti ular relevan e

to ubiquitous

omputing, and the lessons we learned while developing them.

4.1 Room Control Servi e
As an initial exploration of Automati

Mediation, we implemented an any-to-any

messaging servi e that enabled users to send and re eive messages from potentially any networked devi e. On top of this system, we implemented a multimodal
Room Control servi e for audio/visual and other resour es in several
and

lassrooms

onferen e rooms in Soda Hall, UC Berkeley's Computer S ien e building.

The end devi es we

onne ted to this system in lude a desktop

mi rophone and speakers, a

omputer GUI,

ell phone, and a Palm Pilot.

Users an use graphi al, text, or spee h based user interfa es to send messages
to one another and to programmati

entities (su h as the Room Control). When

users send a message, it is routed through an automati ally generated path of
mediators to transform the data from its original data format to the format
required by the re eiver. These mediators in lude straightforward data format
onversion mediators (GSM audio to PCM audio) as well as more
mediators su h as spee h-to-text and a rule-based text
The latter two are interesting be ause they may inje t

ompli ated

ommand interpreter.

ontext-based semanti s

into the transformation pro edure. In Se t. 5.1 we dis uss a

lassi ation of

mediators that has emerged from our experien e using Paths to build several
appli ations.
This system was implemented as part of the ICEBERG and Ninja proje ts at
U.C. Berkeley [12, 4℄. It leveraged existing software, su h as the spee h re ognizer
and IP telephony infrastru ture, and was

ompleted in only a few person-months

Speech
GSM/PCM
Recognition
converter

Text to
Room Command
converter

GSM
cellphone

PCM/GSM
converter

Fig. 4.

Speech
Synthesizer

Room Response
to Text
Converter

Room
Control
Service

Communi ation between a ellphone and the Room Control Servi e.

of work. Extending the system has been equally easy. For example, adding support for sending messages from the Palm Pilot required only two hours of work.
In the pro ess of building this system, we made signi ant advan es in our
understanding of paths and our requirements of them. We found that support
for parametri

types and polymorphi

operators (des ribed in Se t. 5.2) greatly

in reases operator reusability and exibility.

4.2 Dada (DataAppli ation and Devi eAppli ation de oupling)
In the Dada proje t, we explored the use of the Paths framework for exible data
representation, manipulation and display in intera tive workspa es. The goal of
Dada was to de ouple data/appli ation and devi e/appli ation dependen ies,
and give the user the ability to display and manipulate data in an ad-ho

fashion.

In parti ular, Dada allows a user to sele t what data to view, what semanti
pro essors to apply to this data, and on whi h devi e to display the results.
On e the user makes these
data sour e, through the
using automati

pro essors, and to the display devi e,

mediation to resolve mismat hes between the

As the data pro essing
and, if appli able,
We

hoi es, Dada initializes a Path from the appropriate
hosen semanti

ompletes, the user sees the results on the

hosen servi es.
hosen display,

an manipulate and intera t with these results.

hose to work within the domain of ar hite tural design and

onstru tion

planning be ause this domain requires multiple integrated views of and intera tions with proje t data from a variety of sour es. The Stanford Intera tive
Workspa es Proje t provided the environment and infrastru ture for the implementation of Dada [10℄. The data sour es in luded 3D models of buildings,
time s hedules and

ost estimates for

onstru tion of these buildings, en oded in

various XML- ompliant markup languages and stored in databases. These data
were interlinked, with parts of buildings, s heduled work tasks, and

ost items

being asso iated with ea h other. The devi e types we supported were large wallmounted displays and a table display, all
The table display required its

apable of showing 2D and 3D data.

ontents to be rotatable so that data may be read

from any side of the table.
Some of the more interesting semanti

pro essors we wrote for Dada im-

plemented appli ation-level fun tionality within the Path itself. These semanti
pro essors manipulated the data owing through them in response to user a tions. These user a tions were propagated to the semanti

pro essors using

on-

trol messages owing along the reverse path. To ensure de oupling of semanti

pro essors and the devi es displaying a tions to the user, the semanti
pa kages the

pro essor

ontrol message asso iated with a user a tion. In this way, the

trol message is a ting as a

on-

allba k fun tion. Additionally, downstream operators

an transform and even repla e these user a tions as they are sent to the devi e,
then undo this transformation as the
One example of su h a semanti

ontrol messages ow ba k up the path.

pro essor we wrote was a data-agnosti oper-

ator for Cut&Paste fun tionality. These operators asso iate Cut&Paste a tions
with data obje ts as they ow through them. Upstream in the path, a mediator
renders these asso iated a tions into a devi e-spe i
Thus, users see live data that they

UI des ription language.

an manipulate and move between displays.

Another interesting mediator onverted data for display on the table. It transformed 3D data into rotatable data by wrapping it in a simple user interfa e for
ontrolling rotation. When the user triggered a rotation a tion, this mediator
applied the appropriate rotation.
Be ause these semanti

pro essors are both data-agnosti

and appli ation-

agnosti , it was easy to integrate them into the transformational path. From
building the Dada prototype, we gained valuable experien e in using Paths and
mediators to render user interfa es and dynami
insights into the requirements dynami

data. Spe i ally, we gained

data and user a tions had on

ontrol

messages.

4.3 Global Clipboard
The Global Clipboard is a multi-ma hine,

ross-platform

lipboard with history.

Its purpose is to support transfer of data between heterogeneous,

lega y appli

a-

tions and devi es within an intera tive workspa e by automati ally transforming
data among appropriate formats. Target platforms in lude MS Windows appliations and Palm Pilot devi es, among others. Target appli ation domains for
mediators in lude image and text do ument transformations. The prototype
global

lipboard is

Users

urrently under development.

opy data into the global

the normal system

lipboard just as they would

opy data into

lipboard (e.g., by pressing Control-C). A daemon running on

ea h parti ipating ma hine inter epts the
of the data to our global

opy operation and forwards a

opy

lipboard system. When a user pastes data into an

appli ation, our daemon again inter epts the request, adds

ontext information

about the requesting appli ation and the datatypes that appli ation
and forwards it to the global

lipboard. The global

request by transforming the data

urrently in the

an a

ept,

lipboard fullls the paste
lipboard into one of the

formats understood by the appli ation.
By interposing our mediation layer in the

lipboard, we are extending an

already-familiar metaphor by enabling users to transfer data between appli ations that otherwise
example, for

ould not understand ea h other's data formats at all; for

utting and pasting between Mi rosoft Word and a Palm Pilot

memo dire tly on the Palm Pilot devi e.

5 Dis ussion
In Se t. 4, we presented three appli ations that use the Paths mediation infrastru ture. Here we dis uss some of the lessons we learned about our mediation
infrastru ture while implementing those prototypes.

5.1 Classi ation of Mediators
Through our experien e writing and using mediators in appli ations, we have
dis overed a
semanti



lassi ation of mediators based on the ee t they have on the

ri hness of the data they transform.

Negative-Delta Mediators perform lossy transformations whi h lose data,
stru ture, and/or semanti
mation in lude

information. Examples of this sort of transfor-

onverting an image from a lossless to a lossy en oding; and

transforming XML into HTML, losing the semanti

meaning of the original

data. They are similar to prior work at lossy en odings to adapt Internet



ontent to small devi es [2℄.
Zero-Delta Mediators perform non-lossy transformations between equivalent
formats. This in ludes
and



onverting an image between two lossless en odings,

onverting from a less expressive en oding to a more expressive one (e.g.,

onverting ASCII text to Ri h Text Format).
Positive-Delta Mediators perform a type transformation where some semanti

knowledge ( ontext information, et .) is required to perform the transfor-

mation. These mediators are ee tively inje ting semanti
domain- or

ontext-spe i

information from

knowledge into the data as they transform it.

For example, Dey and Abowd's CyberDesk [7℄ uses positive-delta mediation
to atta h semanti

properties su h as this is an email address to strings

that otherwise have no semanti s of their own.
This

lassi ation of mediators is useful in approximating the degree of infor-

mation loss that o

urs during a transformation. Ea h negative-delta mediator

auses some information to be lost. Positive-delta mediators

an re-inje t infor-

mation. However, there is no guarantee that they will re-inje t the

same informa-

tion that was lost by a negative-delta mediator. Therefore, to guarantee that the
existing semanti

information is perfe tly preserved through a transformation

path, all mediators in the path must be zero-delta or positive-delta mediators.
In general, the a

eptability of negative-delta mediators in a transformation de-

pends on how the transformed data is to be used (e.g., people viewing data
often tolerate more semanti

loss than a

omputer program

an

an).

5.2 Extending the Type System
As we noted in Se t. 2.3, the des riptiveness of the type system in our mediation
infrastru ture has a great ee t on the usability of automati

omposition of

mediators. In order to better des ribe the data in our systems, we have built a
simple, extended type system. Here are the three extensions we made to better
des ribe our data:



Attributes are <key,value> pairs representing some spe i

metainforma-

tion. For example, our spee h re ognizer requires that its audio input is not
only in PCM sound format, but that is also sampled at 8000Hz. Therefore, the type des ription of its input in ludes the attribute <samplerate,
8000Hz>.



Type Relationships, su h as a  ontains or represents relationship, des ribe relationships between types that are awkward to

apture with simple

subtypes or is-a relationships. For example, an aggregator that generates
a list of images has an output datatype of List with the addition of a
 ontains relationship to the image datatype.

Wild ard and Unknown values are used when an attribute or relationship



eld does not yet or

annot have a spe i

value. An attribute or relation-

ship value of wild ard means the asso iated eld will mat h whatever is
required. An unknown value means no assumptions or assertions

an be

made about the value of the eld.
These data type des riptions are made in a language-neutral format. The type
requirements of endpoints are made external to the endpoint. This means we
an des ribe the requirements of third-party entities without modifying them.
It is important to highlight that there is a tradeo between how des riptive
and

omplete a type system is, and how unwieldy and di ult the type system

is to use. As more semanti

information is en oded in the type system, the

potential for false negatives when
of our

omparing two datatypes in reases. As part

urrent resear h, we are investigating the nature of this tradeo.

We are

ontinuing to experiment with our extended type system to evaluate

its e a y. Other type systems that may provide enough des riptive power for
our purposes in lude Spreitzer and Begel's Flexible Types [9℄.

5.3 Path Lifetime
In our appli ations, we have experimented with both long-lived and short-lived
paths. Short-lived paths are simple and straightforward, and are appropriate
for sessionless message-based

ommuni ation (i.e., no expe tation that multiple

messages will follow). Both the Room Control Servi e and the Global Clipboard
use short-lived paths to perform their

ommuni ation and transformation. The

main disadvantage of using a short-lived path is the

ost of tearing down and

setting up a new path for every message sent.
Long-lived paths

an handle a wider variety of appli ations than short-lived

paths. They are more appropriate for session-oriented appli ations, in luding
streaming media appli ations and appli ations that maintain other session state.
An example of su h an operator might be a moving-average operator that
tra ked the value of a variable throughout the duration of a session. We used
long-lived paths in Dada to support the long-lived user intera tion sessions.

5.4 User Intera tion
Our mediation infrastru ture provides a progammati
ment of

ross-devi e appli ations and ad-ho

interfa e to ease develop-

appli ations, but does not enfor e

any parti ular intera tion me hanisms upon end users. Instead, Paths leaves the
presentation of a user interfa e to a higher-level task-aware entity.
In our prototype appli ations, we have just begun to study the problem of
user intera tion with groups of heterogeneous devi es. Our Room Control servi e
built appli ation-aware

lient programs on ea h of our supported devi e whi h

provided the user with a high-level of

ontrol. In Dada, we took advantage of

general-purpose viewers to generate and render simple user interfa es dire tly
on the

lient devi es. In the Global Clipboard, we hid most of the user interfa e

behind an existing interfa e, the native system
we

lipboard. In ea h of these

ases,

hose to implement signi antly dierent user intera tion me hanisms, but

were able to use the same Paths me hanism.

6 Related Work
Our work was rst motivated in the

ontext of

omposing Internet servi es,

parti ularly by work in using web proxies to adapt to
are still a tively working in this area, in

lient variations [2℄. We

ollaboration with the Ninja and I eberg

proje ts at UC Berkeley.
The Compose Group at Carnegie Mellon University has done mu h work in
the area of

omponent

omposition in the

ontext of software ar hite tures [3,

8℄. With respe t to their terminology, Paths mat hes the pipe/lter model of
software ar hite ture.
Sun's
lem of

ombined eort with Java and Jini is also trying to address the prob-

ommuni ation in a ubiquitous

omputing environment [11℄. However,

they are applying the standards-based approa h, and dening a homogeneous
system to whi h entities must

onform. We have expli itly attempted to enable

ommuni ation among COTS and lega y appli ations and devi es.
In the area of ubiquitous

omputing, our work is most

losely related to the

ontext-aware systems designed by the Future Computing Environments group
at Georgia Institute of Te hnology [7℄. The type
preters des ribed in the

tors. That work uses type
that

onverters or

ontext inter-

ontext of CyberDesk are the equivalent of our mediaonverters primarily to generate

an be used as a trigger. We see our work as

ontext information

omplementary to theirs and

an envision ways in whi h both systems might be enri hed if they

ould be

integrated. Sin e integration with other systems is one of primary goals, we do
not expe t this to be parti ularly di ult.

7 Con lusions
Ubiquitous

omputing requires a seamless interworking of heterogeneous enti-

ties, in luding lega y entities that is not feasible to implement using

urrent

te hnologies.
The mediation infrastru ture des ribed in this paper enables ad-ho , looselyoupled

ommuni ation between heterogeneous, potentially lega y and COTS,

entities that were not originally designed to
ompensates for mismat hes between

ommuni ate with ea h other. It

ommuni ants through the automati

position of mediators. Due to the use of

om-

omposable mediators, support for new

entities

an be added with only in remental work. We have implemented a pro-

totype of this infrastru ture and built a number of appli ations using it.
Continuing work on the mediation infrastru ture in ludes resear h into the
tradeos related to the des riptiveness of the type system, and the use of this
mediation infrastru ture for supporting dynami ally transformed or generated
user interfa es, and multimodal interfa es.
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